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• Our internal R&D is focused on improving bacterial
strains for the production of amino acids used in animal
and human nutrition.
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Possible traits we can enhance:

Fermentation
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We use all coding sequences in a organism’s
genome as building blocks to create novel genes
that improve resilience and productivity
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• We work with large and small commercial partners, all in
different industries: agricultural crop protection, animal
nutrition, flavors & fragrances, pharmaceuticals and
renewable fuels.

Industrial Methionine Production
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• We are a group of microbial geneticists excited about
the future of synthetic biology driving development of
the bio-economy. Our mission is to apply proprietary
synthetic biology technologies towards discovery and
economical production of biological compounds.
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• Primordial Genetics is a privately held biotechnology
company in San Diego. We have developed Function
Generator™, a technology that is revolutionizing the
development of microbes and enzymes used to produce
a diversity of materials.

Our compound gene libraries can alter any cellular
property and optimize microbial performance
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Who are we?

WT: Wild type parental strain
GC: Genomic change (point mutation or deletion)
FG: Function Generator trait gene

Gene transfer

• Rapid progress towards commercial target titers
• Function Generator™ has led to the discovery of new non-obvious solutions and sequence
combinations for improving methionine production
• Function Generator™ genes synergize with genomic changes (gene deletions, point mutations)

• Our ultimate goal is to learn how to shape biological
organisms rapidly and flexibly, like clay in our hands.

Alcohol tolerance in yeast
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An entire genome’s worth of coding sequences is used
to create novel genes and functions

What can
Function Generator™ do?
• Powerful gain-of-function genetic approach that
accelerates the evolution and diversification of
industrial organisms and proteins
• Revolutionary way to enhance biological productivities,
to produce traits that are difficult or impossible to
engineer, and to create enzymes with novel or highly
modified activities

Function Generator™ is superior genetic
technology

Protein solubility in E. coli
A gene from an E. coli Function Generator™ library enables
soluble production of proteins that are normally insoluble
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Genes selected from the Function Generator™ library are
able to protect the organism >200x better against lethal
alcohol stress than genes from the overexpression library
Overexpression library
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Primordial Genetics strain FOMO-21 contains a single Function
Generator™ gene conferring increased protein solubility compared
to industry standard BL21(DE3) for percentage of soluble protein.

Expression of G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) in E. coli
A single gene from an E. coli Function Generator™ library
enables detectable expression of proteins that are not
normally expressed in E. coli

• Enables rapid and dramatic phenotypic gains not
possible with other methods

Control

• Empirical approach – requires no data or models
• Uniquely suited for ‘black box’-type biological problems
• Novel traits encoded by discreet, transferable and
patentable compound genes
• Effective discovery engine: novel and improved traits
are encoded by unpredictable sequence combinations
involving coding regions with no known association
with the trait of interest
• Significant regulatory advantages by use of native
sequences
Sometimes I wake up in the morning to red, blue, and yellow skies. It's so crazy I could
drink it like tequila sunrise. Put on that Hotel California, dance around like I'm insane.
I feel free when I see no one and nobody knows my name. - LDR
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Single butanoltolerance genes
isolated from a yeast
Function Generator™
library raised butanol
tolerance from 2% to
3.5-4%

% soluble protein

A diversification, discovery and improvement
platform for any organism

Propeller speed
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Bacterial genome
E. coli coding sequences: 4.1x106 base pairs
Prominent Synbio company
Synthetic DNA ordered in 2017: 1.0x109 base pairs
E. coli Function Generator™ library
Total sequences in FG library: 1.5x1013 base pairs
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Expression of full-length G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs) was achieved after screening
an E. coli Function Generator™ library

